LIVERPOOL IS ENGINEERING A BETTER WORLD.
Manufacturing has always been at the heart of the city region’s economy; from our excellence in
ship-building through to the production of one of the world’s leading motor vehicles. We’re famous
for the quarter of a million cars made here each year. We’re known for the hundreds of global
brands that are made here. But we’re not only making things here; we’re making them better,
greener, safer and more efficient.

Key Facts
Largest Supercomputing facility for industrial applications in the UK
7% Higher productivity than UK average
250,000 cars made in Liverpool City Region every year
3,000 businesses employing 50,000 people
Largest concentration of bio-manufacturing in Europe

Our city region has produced innovative Skills for Growth agreements for our key sectors which
reflect a unique and innovative joint working between public, private and academic organisations to
address current and future skills needs.
We attract manufacturers from around the world and bring them together in collaborative
environments to build better products and services.
Liverpool led the UK in productivity growth between 2004-2012 with a 34% increase. Economic
output per job in advanced manufacturing is £47,305 – this is 7% higher than the UK average. And
we’re not done growing. The advanced manufacturing sector is set to grow 22% over the next 10
years in Liverpool City Region, compared to 19% nationally.
Across Liverpool City Region and the wider North West there are strong clusters of activity in
Aerospace, Automotive, Marine, Chemicals, Biotechnology, Energy and Food and Drink. You’ll find a
diverse range of industry networks that bring global OEMs together with supply-chain companies,
university research institutes and government agencies in a collaborative way.
The area’s location and key infrastructure assets make it an ideal base for international
manufacturers. Proximity to OEMs in automotive, aerospace, chemicals, energy and construction
offer opportunities for strong engineering supply-chains; while access to UK and international
customers is made easier thanks to our growing ports, road and rail links and airports.

For more information, please visit the Invest Liverpool website www.investliverpool.com.

